May 4, 2020
From Val’s Desk

Thank you, Carlos Cristian, for this message below, and thank you for permission to share your message on Facebook. I am happy to see your script written in LIBRAS (Brazilian Sgn Language) and to view your video ;-)

Hello my friend Sutton,

Recently, I gave a lecture and wrote my entire script in SW using the Sutton method. I showed the script during the lecture and during the lecture I divulged the importance of SignWriting.
This is the link to the recording of the lecture I gave online on Instagram to 300 people live where I released SignWriting (SW)  https://youtu.be/OCRPPoNR2Smk
In the 6:20 minute video I show the script for the Lecture I did using the Sutton method of writing. One way to make people see that it is possible to write anything in sign language. Then in the 33:00 video minute I say that deaf people need to learn SignWriting. Because it is part of Bilingualism to know how to write one’s own language.

The video I sent you unfortunately does not have a good image quality, because it was extracted from INSTAGRAM. So when watching on cell phones you need to put it in full screen.

I’m really happy for all your work and for trying to spread the word here in Brazil.

I am also writing a book that will be used in universities where I will talk about linguistic identity. And I will take the opportunity to defend the writing of signs at opportune times.

I really love you and am grateful to God for your life. You gave me a very big gift. The possibility of writing my own language.

My blog about SW - https://textoemlibras.blogspot.com/?m=1
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